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4�E4� ��B' � H�2�"�     A. Match the words with their definitions. There is one extra word.   1  1. a small number of things or people. (….)  a. brain  2. a person who takes care of animals in the zoo. (….) b. collect  3. it is inside your head and controls your body. (….) c. protect  4. to go and get someone or something. (….)  d. a few     e. zookeeper   B. Fill in the blanks with the given words below. There is one extra word.  1 destroyed - hopeful - rocky - voluntary - exercise  5. She likes to help people. She does …………………….…… work for a charity.  6. Most of the old parts of the city were …………………….…… by air attacks during the war.       7. Daily ………………………. keeps us healthy. We should do it 30 minutes every day.  8. This plant doesn’t grow in the …………………………. part of this area.  C. Choose the best option.    1  9. Next week is my mom's birthday. I …………….. buy a surprising gift for her.  a. will buy b. am going to c. bought d. buy  10. My father is ……………. my mother. They are both 65.       a. as old as b. older than c. the oldest d. very old  11. John’s handwriting is really good. It is ……….. handwriting in the family.   a. good b. better c. the better d. the best  12. “Will you ………………… to Shiraz by train?”   “No, I’m going to take a bus.”  a. traveling b. travel c. traveled d. to travel  D. Complete each sentence with a comparative or superlative  form of the given adjectives.  1  13. Reza is ……………………… student in our class. (tall)   14. It’s too dark. I cannot see …………….…………… than two meters.  (interesting)  15. I think lions are …………………………. animals in the world. (dangerous)  16. China has …………………….. population than Iran. (many)   E. Write the plural forms of the given nouns.    1  17. We saw a few ……………. (man) and four……….………. (child) in the cinema.  18. There are two …………..… (boy) in the class .They have  many ………………… (book).   F. Read the text and complete the tables below.   1 Last week, when my father came home, he had bought a German golden watch for me.  It was new and very beautiful. I liked my red watch a lot. Unfortunately, I lost my watch  when I was going to my grandmother’s home. I should have paid more attention.   adjective noun quality nationality thing idea 19. …………..… 20. ……………… 21. …………..……… 22. …………………  
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��������� �	�� 1       ����2 G. Read the following passage. Find 4 Grammatical / Writing errors and correct them.  1 ) ������ ���	�
 � ����� 	� 	��� ���� � ���� 	� ����� ����.( My family and I are going to visit milad Tower . It is the taller tower in tehran. We are going to take a taxi for visiting the city. I think it is best than driving the car. I’m going to take some pictures and send you.  23. …………………. 24. …………………. 25. …………………. 26. ………………….  H. Unscramble the following sentences.    1  some / bought / new / my father / Italian /plates.  27. ………………………………………………………………………………………..  will / travel / who / next summer / to Shiraz / ?  28. ………………………………………………………………………………………..  I. Cloze Test: Read the passage and choose the best answer.   2 The brain is more active at night than at during the day. Most part of the brain is water. When you laugh, five different ….…(29)…… of the brain are active. Information moves in the brain faster than the fastest cars. When it does not have good and ……….. (30)……. food, it becomes smaller.  Seafood is the best food for the brain. The brain is the fattiest body  …..…(31) …… . Reading and listening help the brain work well. Good and  …………(32) …….. sleep helps the brain work better.   29. a. fats b. hints c. parts d. kinds  30.  a.  strange b. healthy c. clear d. fast  31.  a. nature b. virus c. food d. organ  32. a. amazing b. enough c. wonderful d. front  J. Reading Comprehension: Read the passage and answer the questions. (2)  Elephants are Endangered Animals. There are two kinds of elephants, the African elephant and the Asian elephant. Both are endangered. There are believed to be around 500 thousand African elephants in the world. This may sound a lot, but only 25 years ago, there were more than one million. The numbers are decreasing very quickly. That means in 25 years, half of the elephants that lived, have died. Asian elephants are even more endangered than African elephants. It is believed that there are less than 50,000 alive. This is only a tenth of the number of African elephants, due to the decreasing the natural homes and hunters.  Questions: 1. True or False?     0.5  33. There are many elephants that live in the world.       □True          □False  34. In future the number of elephants will decrease.       □True          □False  2. Choose the best option.   0.5  35. What will happen for African elephants in future?   a. all of them will be alive b. more than half of them will be alive   c. half of them will be alive d. less than half of them will be alive  36. The Asian elephants decrease because of ……………….  .    a. less natural homes and hunters b. African Elephants   c. more natural homes  d. less hunters  3. Give the following questions complete answer.  1  37. How many African elephants are alive?  ………………………………………………………………………………….  38. Which elephants are more endangered?  ………………………………………………………………………………….     Good Luck. Shahram.Ranjbari 


